Lesson Three
The Letters d and l, and Reading Sentences
Summary: This lesson will cover the letters d and l as previous letters

were taught (visual clues for sound-symbol association, exercises for phonemic awareness and the printing of lowercase forms). Students will combine the new letters with the oa vowel pattern to read new words using the
Seven Special Reading Steps. Students will also read words in sentences
and perform exercises to visualize meaning. Students will also perform
auditory discrimination exercises with the words they have learned.

Materials: For the teacher, Beginning Level Teaching Cards Numbers
8-9 (optional). For each student, copies of Appendices B and E, pages 1
and 2 from the Beginning Green Reading Book One, and pages 9-15 from
Beginning Green Workbook A.

Integrals: 7-8

Part 1: The Letter d and the Word toad
Warm up by printing coat and goat on the board and leading students through
the Seven Special Reading Steps to decode these words. You might encounter
a variety of responses. If students can read these words automatically, you can
expect them to move quickly, but you should still review the steps using questions. If students do not read the word automatically, but decode it correctly
as you ask the questions, then they are on their way to success. However, if
students have difﬁculty answering the basic questions like “Do you see the two
friends?” or “Who’s ﬁrst in line?” or “Who gets to say his sound?”, then you
need to review Lesson 2, Parts 1 and 2 before you proceed.

coat
goat

Next you are going to teach the letter d. Students often confuse the sound /d/
with /t/ and vice versa. They also confuse the shapes of d and b. The clue for
teaching the letter d will help resolve both of these problems. You will begin
to address the auditory discrimination of /d/ and /t/ in this lesson. The visual
discrimination of d and b will be worked out later.
Hold up Beginning Level Teaching Card 8 or recreate Figure 3.1 for display.
Also pass out copies to each student. Read from the back of the card or the following dialogue:
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Figure 3.1
Card 8
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There is a letter in the tail of this duck that makes the sound /d/. If you make
this sound loud, you can feel your throat wiggle. Put your hand around the
your throat just under your jaw and say /d/ very loudly. Can you feel your
throat wiggle? (yes) This letter [point] is shaped like a circle with a tall
stick. Think of the circle that comes ﬁrst as the hole that goes deep d-ddown your throat. You can feel this letter d-d-down in your throat.
Ask these questions:
•
•
•
•
•

What is this a picture of? (a duck)
What is the ﬁrst sound you hear in duck? (/d/)
What sound does this letter make? (/d/)
What comes ﬁrst in this letter, the circle or the stick? (circle)
What does the circle make us think of? (The hole that goes down
our throat.)

If students answer the second question with the letter name, Dee, correct them
by saying, “That’s the letter’s name, I want its sound.” If students confuse the
sounds /d/ and /t/, remind them that /t/ tickles the lips and /d/ wiggles the throat.
Return to Card Number 5, or Lesson One, Part 5 if necessary.

Figure 3.1
Card 8
For tactile-kinesthetic
reinforcement, pupils
can trace the letter.

Use the following word lists for Phonemic Awareness Exercises 1 & 2:
Exercise 1: down, run, bad, doctor, swing, corner, paid, door
Exercise 2: toad, ladder, dollar, store, double, speeding, broom, load
Now tell students that you want them to print the letter that likes to make the /d/
sound. Pass out copies of Appendix B and have students follow along as you
demonstrate on the board. Repeat or paraphrase the following:
This letter starts just like o. Remember that the o was on the child’s open
mouth, so the open mouth let’s us see down the hole in the throat. Which
way do we go to make the round circle-shaped throat? [Demonstrate if
necessary.] Say ‘Hi Hand’ [or ‘Bye Hand’ if appropriate]. The /d/ sound
is down in the throat and this letter starts out forming an open mouth to see
down the round throat. Don’t pick your pencil up after you close up the
round circle. Keep going up to hit the roof line to pull the sound out of your
throat, then trace that line back down to the ﬂoor where it will slide on the
ﬂoor a little bit to make a small tail. The name of this letter is d.
It is good if students print d with a little tail because the tail helps students distinguish d from its mirror-image letter b, and from its inverted-image letter q.
On the other hand, students are likely to see the letter without a tail when they
read it. If you wish to follow a more conventional approach, teach the letter as
described here but leave off the last little stroke that makes the tail. Stevenson’s
Letters Printing Workbook gives practice pages with both versions of d.

If students still make
their circle clockwise,
you should be sure
to use the “Nosy
Ned” clue from
Stevenson’s Letters
Teacher’s Manual and
you should review
the printing of the
ﬁrst four letters with
Stevenson’s Letters
Printing Workbook.

Figure 3.2

When you reach letter
b you will return to the
letter d card to remind
students that the
circle for the throat
comes ﬁrst for d.
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If students are keeping a Tall Letter Collection, they can now add d to it. Before
your period ends you can review the two tall letters covered so far.
Next, print the word toad on the board. Tell students that they are learning special steps for ﬁguring out new words. Then guide your students to decode the
word with the Seven Special Reading Steps as in the example below:
• What is the ﬁrst step you take when you try to read a new word? (Look
at the whole word.)
• Do you see the two friends? (yes)
• Who is ﬁrst in line? (o) Who speaks? (o) What does a do if o forgets to
speak? (a kicks him) Then what does o say? (/o-o-o-o/)
• What sound does the ﬁrst letter in this word make? [Point to t.] (/t/)
• Slide the sound of the ﬁrst letter into the sound the friends make. (/to/)
• [Repeat the previous step several times with students who ﬁnd it difﬁcult
to blend /t/ with /o/.]
• What sound does the last letter make? (/d/) Add this last sound to the rest
of the word. (/to/ /d/) What is the whole word? (toad)
Pages 9-11 in Workbook A contain reinforcement for letter d,
and for discriminating /d/ and /t/. For additional practice printing, see Stevenson’s Letters Workbook.

toad
Students will learn the
steps by USING them,
not by memorizing
them.
If students have
persistent difﬁculty
blending sounds,
please read Appendix
C for guidance.
If students forget the
sound of the new
letter d, hold up Card
8 (or your recreation)
to help them recall it.
If necessary, repeat
the key questions.

Please Note: If students have persistent difﬁculty learning d or any subsequent
letters, you should supplement this lesson with Stevenson’s Letters Teachers
Manual. The activities at the end of each lesson are particularly useful.

Part 2: Reading Some Sentences
Print the three words students have learned thus far in a line on the board: goat,
coat and toad. Have your class read them in sequence (i.e., starting with goat).
Use the Seven Special Reading Steps whenever you feel it necessary to help
your class read the words accurately. Read or paraphrase:
When you see a lot of words on a page and they are put into lines, you read
them in a certain direction. In the language we are speaking now, which we
call English, we read the words by starting over here [point to the beginning
of goat] and we go this way [move your ﬁnger along to the end of toad].
Now let’s practice reading some words this way. Take out your green reading books and turn to page 1.
After your class turns to page 1 of the Beginning Green Level
Reading Book One, ask your students to take turns reading a
line. You will ﬁnd this page duplicated at the end of this lesson.
If you have more than six students in a group, you can repeat lines by randomly
selecting a line for the additional students. For example, you can say, “Mary,
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goat coat toad
Do not use the terms
“left” and “right” because many students
with reading problems
cannot easily remember which is left and
which is right. Nor is
this ability necessary
now. Some adults
cannot remember left
and right but nonetheless read well.
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please read line 4 again. . . Now, Tommy, please read line 1 again, etc.” If any
student struggles with any word, you should initiate the Seven Special Reading
Steps by asking the appropriate questions (e.g., “What is the ﬁrst step you take?
Do you see the two friends, etc.”) Give each student time to work out the word.
You should not try to emphasize speed at this point. Also have each student
complete the entire group of three words.
Next, prepare your students to read sentences by reading or paraphrasing the
following information:
Now we are going to take turns reading some more groups of words, only
these groups of words will make more sense. These groups of words are
called sentences. Often we speak in sentences. After we read these sentences, we are going to have some fun with them.
Look at the section on the top of page 2 in your reading books. In between
the three words that we have been reading are some other small words. You
may already know these words, and if you do, that’s great. Just say the
word. If you do not know these little words, I will say the word for you.
Sometimes we call these little words Feed Words because often I will feed
them to you. Don’t worry about how many of these Feed Words you know
or don’t know. You will learn them all eventually.
On the other hand, the words with the friends in them you have to read
yourself. If you have trouble, I will help you ﬁgure out the word. We will
use the steps we have learned so far, and I am sure you we will be able to
ﬁgure out those words.
Before we start, look at the ﬁrst letter in sentence Number 1. It is the letter t in the word the. It is bigger than the t we have seen in the words coat,
goat and toad, because it is the ﬁrst letter of the ﬁrst word in the sentence.
The ﬁrst letter of the ﬁrst word of a sentence is always bigger. It is called a
capital letter or sometimes an uppercase letter. Now look at the end of the
sentence. There is a little dot. We call this dot a period. Many sentences
end with a period.
Have students take turns reading sentences 1-6 in Section B on
page 2. Remember, students do not have to read the Feed Words
at this time, but they should be held responsible for goat, coat and
toad. If they have any difﬁculty, guide them with the questions for the Seven
Special Reading Steps. If you have fewer than six students in your group, each
(or some) can read more than one sentence. If you have more than six students,
randomly select some sentences to be reread.

Some classes may
complete this activity in two minutes as
preparation for more
advanced reading
exercises. For other
classes, these few
lines with only three
words on each line
may be a challenge
and require considerable guidance. For
some students reading aloud in a group
can be emotionally
difﬁcult. In that case,
please see page xvi of
the introduction.
If a student misses
one of these small
words, like the and
on, the teacher simply
“feeds” it to the pupil.
Later students will
learn how to decode
these words (although
many students learn
many of Feed Words
before that point by
simply being frequently exposed to them in
context). You will ﬁnd
valuable discussion
about Feed Words in
Appendix C.

In between sentences,
remind students that
each one starts with a
capital letter and ends
with a period.

Now, it is important - and it should be fun - to choose a few sentences for discussion. You will have to get the ball rolling yourself, but your main object is
to solicit responses from your students. Your goal is to make sure that students
This material is copyrighted and may not be used commercially without permission of © Stevenson Learning Skills, Inc.
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are making a mental image, or visualizing, what they are reading. Here is an
example:
Look at the ﬁrst sentence, “The goat is on the coat.” Can you make a picture
of that in your minds? What do think the coat might look like? What if it
were your coat? Would you want a goat on your coat? (No) Would the goat
make the coat dirty? (probably) [By this point, hopefully some student
might start to describe more about the scene.]
Let’s look at sentence number 2 again, “The coat is on the goat.” Can you
imagine that? How did a coat end up on a goat? (Maybe the goat was cold.)
Do you think the goat could wear the coat? Probably not, unless someone
made a special goat coat. That could be funny!
You get the idea. As you move on to other sentences, get the students to think
about what could be happening. It is not necessary for students to come up
with a lot of detail, but you want to know that they are visualizing what is in the
sentence. The simple act of making a picture in one’s mind about what one is
reading while one is reading it, is the very cornerstone of reading comprehension. From this point forward in the Stevenson Program, activities designed to
promote this mental activity will be vital.
Now ask each student to pick a sentence and draw a picture of it. At the bottom
of the picture the student should copy the sentence as a “caption.” Do not let
students worry about how well they draw. They should simply do their best and
have fun. Some students will produce poor stick ﬁgures and blobs of color, but
as long as they can explain the drawing to you, and it represents the sentence,
it is correct. Some students will draw neatly and be very literal. That is also
correct. Still other students may produce cartoon-like drawings. The sentence
“The goat is on the toad” might have a goat stepping on a toad with a little balloon coming from the toad saying, “Ouch!” Someone could draw a toad wearing a coat. Let students have fun with this exercise.

In the Stevenson
Program, the process
of visualizing, or making a mental image of
word meaning, is often called “imaging.”

In this lesson, most
comments about
reading content are
included with the
teaching directives. In
future lessons, such
comments will usually be found in the
margins of the reading
pages reproduced at
the end.

If some physically
challenged students
cannot draw, they
might be able to manipulate small “toy”
objects to complete
this activity.

Page 12 of Beginning Green Level Workbook A contains a reading reinforcement activity.

Part 3: The Letter l and a Few More Words
Students often have difﬁculty with the sounds of /l/ and /r/. The information
below on the placement of the tongue for these sounds will become very important. You may need to return to this card often. Hold up this card. Read or
paraphrase:
There is a letter in the middle of this leaf that makes the sound /l/. To make
this sound, you have to do something special with your tongue. If you leave
your tongue ﬂat on the ﬂoor of your mouth, you won’t be able to make the
30

Figure 3.3
Card 9
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/l/ sound. You must raise your tongue so the tip goes behind your teeth just
like in this picture. [Point.] Can you make the /l/ sound with me? (/l/)
Ask these questions:
•
•
•
•

What is this a picture of? (a leaf)
What is the ﬁrst sound you hear in the word leaf? (/l/)
What sound does this letter make? (/l/)
What does your tongue do when you make the /l/ sound? (The tip of
your tongue hits the front teeth.)

If students answer the second question with the letter name, El, correct them
by saying, “That’s the letter’s name, I want its sound.” If students confuse the
sounds /l/ and /r/, emphasize the tongue placement. You may need to return to
this card when you teach r.
Before your teaching period ends, return to this picture at least once and repeat
the questions above. Repeat this exercise as often as necessary on subsequent
days.
Use the following word lists for Phonemic Awareness Exercises 1 & 2:
Exercise 1: lake, pail, snow, loan, town, feel, bridge, love
Exercise 2: wall, lady, follow, easy, sailboat, leaf, light, coal
Now tell students that you want them to print the letter that makes the /l/
sound. Pass out copies of Appendix B and have students follow along as you
demonstrate on the board. Repeat or paraphrase the following:
We are going to learn to print the letter that makes the /l/ sound. This letter starts at the roof and drops through the dotted line to the ﬂoor. He is
another tall guy to add to your collection. Put your pencils on the roof line
and drop down through the ceiling and down to the ﬂoor. Good job! This
is the letter l.
Next print load, goal and coal on the board. Have students decode these words
using the Seven Special Reading Steps. Some students will read these words
easily while others will only read them accurately with your careful guidance.
See Part One of this lesson, page 23, if you need to review a step-by-step example of the decoding process.
Do not assume students know the meanings of all of these words. They may
have heard the word load often, but not fully registered the meaning. To explain, use a simple, concrete example about a truck with a load of dirt. Students
with poor auditory processing may mistake goal for gold and coal for cold. Use
simple examples from daily life to explain goal and coal. Since most children
no longer see coal, you may bring in a piece of charcoal as a facsimile.

Figure 3.4
Student may add l to
the tall letters collection.

load goal coal

In the next lesson, you
will be introduced to
a speciﬁc Vocabulary
Building Strategy
which you can adapt
to many situations.
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Have students take turns reading the sentences in section C on
page 2 of Beginning Green Reading Book One as they did in
section B. Note there are new Feed Words. As with section B,
discuss the sentences to make sure that students are forming a mental image of
the meaning. For example, ask pupils what kind of goal they think of in the
ﬁrst sentence? (Soccer goal? Hockey goal? Football goalposts?) How do they
think the toad got onto the goal? (Perhaps it jumped.) Does it seem strange for a
toad to be on a goal? (Probably). The point of such discussions is to make sure
students visualize what they read. Developing this habit is essential, However,
some students form mental images quickly and naturally, while others need to
be stimulated to do so. Do not discuss each reading sentence extensively if you
are conﬁdent that your students are already picturing the meaning. At some
point in the lesson, have students choose a sentence in Section C to illustrate.
Many of your students will already understand what a question and a question mark are and many teachers have their own ways of explaining questions.
When you encounter sentences 5 and 6 in Group C, make sure you cover this
subject. One way to discuss it is to give students a few simple examples of
things you say that the person you are talking to must answer. (For example,
“How old are you?” “What is your name?” “Do you have a brother?” etc.)
Point out that these “asking sentences” that need an answer are called questions.
Tell them that when we put questions in writing, we always end the sentence
with a question mark. Put a huge question mark on the board. Then use some
sentences that do not require answers. (For example, “I am your teacher.” “The
top of this desk is wood.” “Ice is cold.”) These sentences only get the little dot
at the end that we call a period. Some students will need to have these concepts
reviewed regularly before they are ﬁrmly understood.
It can also be useful to discuss imagination with your class. Point out that we
can say things that everyone easily understands, such as, “The chair is on the
ﬂoor” or “The bird is in the sky.” But, if we said, “The chair is in the sky,” it
would sound very strange - and probably funny. Even though it sounds a little
crazy, we could pretend - or imagine - that there is a chair in the sky. We can
read about things that may not be real, or even possible, but we can still imagine
them. As you teach the reading material that accompanies this manual, you will
ﬁnd many opportunities to talk about imagination and humor.

This reading material
is reproduced in this
manual at the end of
this lesson.
In this lesson, comments about reading
content are included
with the teaching directives. In future lessons, such comments
will usually be found
in the margins of the
reading pages at the
end of the lesson.

?
When you are discussing the questions,
point out that the sentences 5 and 6 start
out with a big letter
(Capital C), just like
the sentences that do
not ask questions.

oa
oa

When you are ﬁnished reading the sentences, complete the lesson with a spelling strip activity like the one you did in Part 3 of Lesson 2. Read the list of
words below (which includes the new words), and ask students, “Do you hear
/o/ in . . .” When a word contains the /o/ sound, student should print the oa
friends in the middle room of the strips. If a word does not contain the /o/
sound, students print an X. (For details see page 20.) The results should look
like the illustration on the right.

oa

Word List: toad, coal, heat, rain, goal, wait, coat, feel, goal, load

oa
oa

X
X

X

oa

X

Figure 3.5
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Pages 13-15 of Beginning Green Level Workbook A contain
some useful reinforcement activities.

Keyboard Work

Add the letters d and l to your keyboard
activities. The following exercise is
only a suggestion. If you feel that they need more practice with particular letters, modify this exercise accordingly:
oa
g g
d d
l l
d l
toad
coat

oa
c c
d d
l l
t l
load
goat

oa
t t
d d
l l
d t
toad
load

oa

load
toad

Hints on Pacing

The time it takes to complete the three
parts of this lesson and the accompanying workbook pages will vary considerably. Many students, even those with
learning disabilities, will easily be able to cover Parts 1 and 2 of the lesson in
one class session and Part 3 in a second. You may choose not to use each workbook page. Other students may require three to ﬁve class sessions. With such
students, you will probably assign each workbook page and also supplement
this lesson with activities from Stevenson’s Letters Teacher’s Manual and Printing Workbook. Please proceed in a mastery approach. Take the time to assure
that students have mastered one task before you proceed to the next.

Modifications

You can make several kinds of modiﬁcations for students whose problems
prohibit them from printing or drawing. In addition to the keyboard, you can use letter stamps or letter tiles. To replace drawing you can use small objects (like toys) for students to manipulate.
Having many illustrations and/or photographs available is often very useful.
Students can move the pictures around and create collages. (Pictures are also
helpful for vocabulary instruction.)
This material is copyrighted and may not be used commercially without permission of © Stevenson Learning Skills, Inc.
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Having students make drawings of
sentences is a very valuable activity. In
addition to the references to such work
already in this lesson, you may wish to
assign more. If students are struggling with the simpler letter identiﬁcation process, please refer to Stevenson’s Letters Teacher’s Manual for more activities.
In that manual, the letter book and picture clue matching activities are particularly good reinforcement.

Additional
Reinforcement

Commentary
In this lesson, you begin to see the
structure of a typical Stevenson Lesson
emerge. First students are introduced to a single letter using mnemonic clues
with direct instruction. Then the letter is used with a familiar vowel pattern (later multiple patterns) and students are taught to decode (read) and encode (spell)
with this letter. The meanings of the resulting new words are discussed and
speciﬁc activities are introduced to make sure students visualize and experience
the word meanings. Then the words are read in sentences and the meanings of
the sentences are discussed. When the next new letter is introduced, the process is repeated. As the student gains reading skill, individual letter instruction
is replaced with a focus on letter patterns, both vowel patterns and consonant
combinations. After students develop sufﬁcient mastery of letter patterns, they
will learn to master multisyllable structures. A few multisyllable words will be
handled in this Beginning Green Level, more will be covered in the Basic Blue
Level and many more in the Intermediate Level (including Frostings, Doilies
and More).
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Do not drill Feed Words with ﬂash cards. Remember to discuss reading when necessary to help students visualize content. (See page 30
of this lesson.) Oral reading is vital to reading success. Please read
the introduction for additional discussion on this issue.
Feed words: the is on by
Note: In Group C make sure students understand that by can mean
near or next to.

Notes to the teacher: The facsimiles of reading pages that follow
are reproduced from the student’s Beginning Green Level Reading Books. You will often ﬁnd information about these pages inside
the lesson directives (e.g., pages 28 and 29 of this manual). Other
comments will appear here. These facsimile pages will contain lists
of Feed Words. If students struggle with any Feed Words, simply
give these words to them. They are responsible for using the skills
taught in this manual to sound out any word that is not a Feed Word.
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Lesson Three - Outline

The Letters d and l, and Reading Sentences
Please Note: This outline is designed to assist you with lesson plans. If you are using the Stevenson Program for the ﬁrst time and you have not received training, you must read the full lesson to
assure that you correctly implement the unusual teaching techniques and special clues. Only then
should you try to follow the outline. If you are very familiar with Stevenson strategies and materials, you might ﬁnd that this outline can act as your primary lesson guide. Please, however, refer to
the full lesson as soon as your students show any signs of struggling. The full lesson contains numerous suggestions and exact dialogue that address speciﬁc learning issues. An icon key is given
at the end of this outline. You should begin each new day of instruction with a warm-up review of
the previous day’s work. However, that activity is often assumed and has not been given an icon.

Objectives: The students will connect the sounds and symbols of letters d, and l, discriminate
the sounds of these letters in words, and print the letters with correct orientation. Students will
read words containing these letters. Students will read those words in sentences.

Materials:
For teacher
• Beginning Level Teaching Cards Numbers 8-9
For student
• Photocopy of the ﬁrst page of Appendix B
• Spelling Strip from Appendix E
• Pages 1 and 2 from Beginning Green Reading Book One
• Pages 9-15 from Beginning Green Workbook A

Part 1: The Letter d and the Word toad
7
C

Warm up by printing coat and goat on the board and leading students through the Seven Special Reading Steps to decode the words.
Follow directives on back of Card 8 to teach the sound symbol association of the letter d using the mnemonic clue.

PA Have students discriminate /d/ by performing Phonemic Awareness Exercises 1 and 2 with

the following word lists:
Exercise 1: down, run, bad, doctor, swing, corner, paid, door
Exercise 2: toad, ladder, dollar, store, double, speeding, broom, load

Have students print letter d on line 7 of Appendix B. If necessary, to establish correct letter
formation, follow directives in complete lesson.
7
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Print toad on the board and have students use the Seven Special Reading Steps to read it.
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Lesson Three Outline - Continued

Pages 9-11, Beginning Green Workbook A.

Part 2: Reading Some Sentences

•

Explain to students how we read words across a page. Use the discussion in the full lesson
if needed. (Do not use the terms “left” and “right.”)
Have students take turns reading lines 1-6 on page 1 of Beginning Green Reading Book
One. If they make mistakes, guide students with the Seven Special Reading Steps to
correct them.

•

Explain what a sentence is and how sentences begin with a Capital Letter and often end with
a period. For careful, concrete explanation, see dialogue in full lesson.
Have students take turns reading sentences 1-6 in Section B on page 2 of Reading Book
One. If they make mistakes with oa words, guide students with the Special Reading
Steps. If they make mistakes with the other words, simply “feed” them the correct one.

•

Discuss the sentences. Help them visualize the meanings, even if they seem strange. See the
dialogue in the full lesson for a good discussion.
Page 12 of Beginning Green Workbook A.

Part 3: The Letter l and a Few More Words
C Follow directives on the back of Card 9 to teach the sound-symbol association of the letter l

using the mnemonic clue.

PA Have students discriminate /l/ by performing Phonemic Awareness Exercises 1 and 2 with

the following word lists:
Exercise 1: lake, pail, snow, loan, town, feel, bridge, love
Exercise 2: wall, lady, follow, easy, sailboat, leaf, light, coal

Have students print letter l on line 8 of Appendix B. If necessary, to establish correct letter
formation, follow directives in the full lesson.
7

Print load, goal, and coal on the board and have students use the Seven Special Reading Steps
to read theses words. Make sure students know the meanings of these words.
Students take turns reading sentences 1-6 on Section C of page 2 of Reading Book One.
Discuss what questions are and what a question mark is. Also discuss how some sentences are odd, but how we can use our imaginations to think about them.
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Lesson Three Outline - Continued

SS Pass out spelling strips to all students for an activity that combines auditory discrimination

with printing. Dictate words in the list below. If students hear the sound /o/ in the word, they
are to print the oa friends in the middle room. If they don’t hear /o/, they are to print an X.
Word List: toad, coal, heat, rain, goal, wait, coat, feel, goal, load
Pages 13-15, Beginning Green Workbook A.

Icon Key

C = Use Teaching Card

7

PA = Phonemic Awareness

SS

= Student prints letters or words

= Students read word from board with
Seven Special Reading Steps
= Students Spell Words on Spelling Strips
= Beginning Green Reading Book Pages

= Beginning Green Workbook Pages
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